
X SERIES 
Enhancements 

for CAM Machines 
The X Series of features create the next generation of CAM operated 
machines. When added to CAM operated concrete products 
machines these features combine the precision of cam driven 
operation with new, automated features. 

Automated features allow for simple operation, production versatility 
through fast mold changes, height changes and material feed control. 
Production of precise, high-quality products, including slabs, pavers, 
brick, architectural block and segmental retaining wall products are 
easier than ever, cycle after cycle. Producers with frequent mold 
changes will appreciate the features that combine to reduce mold 
and height change time to 20 minutes or less. 

Eliminates the bolted coupling of the 
Advanced Servo Vibration drive to the 
vibrator shafts. Hardened, "Jaw Type" teeth 
couple together with no bolts. The operator 
simply slides the ASV motor back and forth 
to engage the vibrators. 

Material Feed Dosing Drum 

Meters a precise amount of material into the 
feedbox using a rotating drum combined 
with an adjustable gate. The amount of 
material placed into the feedbox is 
determined by a laser measuring the height 
of the material. A scraper cleans the drum 
every cycle and deposits the material back 
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Allows the operator to have the cut-off bar 
high when going out over the feedbox and 

,>,:11·-■ then lowering it to clean the material off the
mold top plate. This also replaces the
autofeed mechanism for depositing the
correct amount of material into the feedbox
and keeping it level.

Eliminates the need for a person to be on the 
machine to tighten stripper head bolts. 
An adapter is required to be bolted to the 
stripper head plate. "T" Bars hydraulically lift 
and lock the head tight against the frame. 

The stripper head safety chain has been 
replaced by a position monitored latch (seen 
on the left top) which will lock the stripper 
head frame in a safe position for cleaning the 
stripper shoes and the agitator grid. 




